
 
Research: Trending Content 

 

Hey, Susan here. One of the most important things marketers need to know is how 
to identify what's trending. Today we're going to look at how BuzzSumo can help.  
 

Staying on top of trending content allows us to develop our position as thought 
leaders, provide helpful commentary on current issues, and deliver the right products and 
services at just the right time. But social media moves fast and we need to make quick 
decisions and prioritize or we risk falling behind. 
 

We'll start by navigating to BuzzSumo's Trending feature in the Content Research 
section of the platform. Here we can find articles in any category that are driving shares the 
fastest today and use that information to spotlight our brand or knowledge. For example, 
news like this that the average age on Facebook has increased gives us a chance to write 
about creating a diversified content strategy with our product. We could create community 
engagement by sharing these posts in a Facebook group, on Twitter or LinkedIn, or we 
could highlight trends in a newsletter, keeping our audience informed. 
 

Trending focuses on very recent content. Everything here has come online during 
the last 24 hours. Some of our plans also monitor posts from the last one, three, six or 12 
hours. The trending score lets us compare how quickly content is being is shared. The 
higher the score, the faster people are sharing the article. It's a good idea to get familiar 
with high and low trending scores for our industry. The listing also includes the total 
number of shares that the content has gotten as well as the shares by network. So we can 
determine which social audience is interested in the content.  
 

There are many prebuilt searches displayed on the left side of the screen that cover 
the broad categories: news, business, health and marketing. There is also a country and 
state filter that can display what is trending in a specific part of the world. We can also 
create our own custom feeds with topics or domains.  
 

We'll try that now. Just click ‘Add Trending Feed’ and enter the topics we'll want to 
monitor. Save and BuzzSumo will refresh the feed throughout the day, constantly 
displaying trending content that matches our topics. We might also want to set up a feed 
for industry sites or for our competitor's content. For example, many publishers use this 
feature to keep track of breaking storylines they might want to cover. If you need to make 
adjustments to your feed, hover over the options button and click edit. Feeds can be 
viewed by all members of your team so check to make sure the feed you want hasn't 
already been created. 
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We can share the entire feed with a shortened link or use an RSS feed to pull results 
into a social scheduling tool. As with the other content research tools, you can quickly share 
an individual article to your social channels or save it to a Project workspace.  
 

Sometimes custom feeds won't display results especially if the feed you've built is in 
a very niche category. This is normal. It means that there's no content from the last 24 
hours that is being shared quickly enough to be considered trending. Try broadening your 
topics or switch to most shared to find content from the last week. 
 

To recap, use Trending daily to find content that is top of mind for your audience 
and use it to spotlight your brand or product. 
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